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To
Ms. Anima Roy,
GM (Rect.), BSNL C.O.,
Bharat Sanchar Bhawan,
Janpath, New Delhi – 110 001
Madam,

Sub: - Conducting online Telecom Technician LDCE - reg.
Kindly recollect the discussion that our Union representatives held with you recently.
BSNLEU has long been demanding that the Telecom Technician LDCE and the Junior Engineer LDCE
should be conducted immediately. We have also brought to your notice that both these examinations
were not conducted last year, as a result of which, candidates in a number of circles are
affected. Especially, candidates of the North Eastern circles, where good number of vacancies are
existing, are badly affected.
In this connection, our Union representatives have met you a few days back. In that interaction, you
have told that you wanted to hold a meeting with the General Secretaries of the Recognised Unions, to
ascertain their opinion about holding online TT LDCE and JE LDCE. Since holding such a meeting may
take much time, we would like to inform you of the view of BSNLEU on this issue.
BSNLEU is totally against holdinng
g online exam for Telecom Technician LDCE and Junior Engineer LDCE.
The entire candidates appearing in the TT LDCE will be Linestaff, while a overwhelming majority of the
candidates appearing in the JE LDCE will also be Linestaff. Since these candidates are not conversant in
using computers, an online exam for these sections of the employees is not desirable.
The above stated view of BSNLEEU
U was already articulated by representativeess of the Union, in a meeting
conducted by the then GM(Rectt.&Tng.) a couple of years ago. Hence, we once again wish to inform
that BSNLEU totally opposes the idea of holding online TT LDCE and JE LDCE, for reasons stated above.
Further, we once again request you to kindly fix the dates of the TT LDCE and JE LDCE at the earliest, so
that both these examinations can be conducted without further delay.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,

[P. Abhimanyu]
General Secretary

